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G’ Day Valued Dealer Network. In This Months June Update We Will 
Look At Schumacher Harvest Spare Parts.

We have additional shipping containers of replacement parts 
from Schumacher Germany due into Australia next month. 
Please send your orders shortly to secure stock as we ran out 
of some parts early in the season last year. A new price list will 
be emailed to you shortly.
Back into our range is the 84001546 Crary No Choke overlap 
guard to suit double knife drive machines. These are placed in 
the centre of the front where both knives overlap. The Crary 
guard is used in light crop conditions.
We added 84042850 knife guards last year, which are standard 
guards to suit the Case 3152 and 3162 draper models along 
with the New Holland 840CD and 880CF draper models.

The pictures to the right are of knife drives which we have to 
suit some HoneyBee, New Holland, MidWest and John Deere 
draper fronts. Schumacher knife drives give a true linear stroke.

The Schumacher EASY-CUT cutting system is commonly fitted as 
original equipment on many brands including Class, AGCO and 
Honeybee. It was designed and built as a strong and robust 
system capable of handling heavy crops in Western Europe. The 
Schumacher Cutting system is modular by design and adaptable 
to most header fronts in Australia. Cutting sections are bolted 
one up and one down. The knife guards are bolted top and bottom. As the knife passes the anvil of the 
guard, one section will pull the knife up, the next section will pull the knife down. Bridge rollers carry the 
knife reducing wear and friction giving a more balanced knife operation which reduces load and stress on 
the knife drive. Conversion kits are avaliable to suit some model machines.
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Schumacher owns the Radura factory which produces the 
cutting blades used in header knives, straw choppers and 
rotary disc mower blades. The price pages have information on
the mower blades including machine make and model as well 
as a cross reference to OEM part numbers to assist in selecting 
the right blade and bolt kit for your machine.

We have 2 styles of crop lifters available standard and proflex.
The blue one to the right is the standard lifter and slides onto a 
spool that is bolted under the knife guard and the yellow clip is 
then removed and the lifter is raised high enough to allow the clip 
to sit on top of the knife guard. There are 4 different part numbers 
available to suit different length knife guards.
The crop lifter below is the Pro flex model. The length and angle 
can be adjusted to suit different model machines to get the best 
position to lift the crop onto the knife guards. Bolt kits in packs of
10 are available and there is a specific bolt to suit MacDon draper 
fronts so that the plastic skid can be used with a crop lifter. The 
white plastic finger gives good visibility and reduces machine 
damage if it was to enter the harvester.




